With a few exceptions, most of 
Introduction
With the allocation of unlicensed PCS bands intended for wireless communications, the future of WLANs within the context of PCS seems assured. Fueled by the explosive growth of portable computers, researchers are contemplating new concepts such as ad-hoc networlung, nomadic access and mobile computing, leadling to the fusion of computers and communications in a ubiquitous computing environment [ 11. Moreover, with the shift towards integrated multi-media networks such as ATM in the wireline arena, WLANs in their traditional roles as extensions to the wired infrastructure are expected to bring, in the form of multi-media WLANs, the revolutionary capabilities of ATM, i.e. the ability to efficiently integrate different applications with varying service requirements into a single networking infrastructure, to the wireless arena.
Network Model
A single hop, ad-hoc, asynchronous DS-CDMA based WLAN with k terminals is considered. K is defined as the set of terminals in the network as follows: K = { l , 2 , 3 , . . . ,k} (1) The terminals are assumed to be distributed randomly and their positions fixed. It is assumed that diversity techniques, such as multiple antennas, are used to compensate for the flatslow fading of the indoor channel [2] . Thus, the received signal strength is influenced mainly by path loss; and shadow fading. We define a path loss matrix, H , as follows:
where d,, is the distance from terminal i to terminal j and g ( dz,) is the appropriate path loss function. ' The chip rate for all terminals is fixed and the total bandwidth, W , is used by all terminals. Additionally, we assume that all supported transmission bit rates, R I , Rz , Rs, . . . , RrL are multiples of the lowest data rate R I , and that the bit rales ' The path loss funtion is environmentally dependent. 
PAYLOAD
The set of spreading codes that may be used by the terminals is given by:
The spreading code protocol [4] dictates how the codes are utilized. For the system being considered, a dual receiver architecture combined with the hybrid Common Receiver code protocol is considered. This involves a global common code that is tracked by all terminals in addition to the receiver code assigned to each terminal. Moreover, each terminal is equipped with two receivers and a transmitter, with one receiver tracking the control channel and the other synchronized to the receiver code for the respective terminal (Figure 1) . A terminal cannot transmit and receive simultaneously,2although the dual receivers do allow a terminal to receive control and data packets simultaneously. The common PN code can be thought of as a channel, and is termed the Common Control Channel (CCCH) . Similarly, each receiver code forms a Datu Channel (DCH). The CCCH is assumed to have a slotted structure with each slot equal to the transmission time of a control message. The data rate on the channel is fixed and nu power control is utilized. Specifically, let K t c K , denote the set of terminals that are transmitting. Then K C = Kt is the set of terminals monitoring the CCCH.
Obviously, K t nK" = 8. Moreover, K r c K" defines the set of terminals that are currently receiving data frames on their 
Packet Trains
In packet switched networks there is a tradeoff between packet sizes and protocol efficiency. If data packets are small the overhead due to the headers etc. is comparatively large and thus efficiency is low. Alternatively, in the case of large packets, a lot of overhead is incurred due to the retransmission in the case of errors. We therefore propose the concept of a packet train (Figure 2) . Instead, of a single packet, a packet train consists of a large number of sequenced minipackets, each suffixed with a CRC for error detection. At the receiver, the CRCs are used to detect errors within each of the minipackets and a single Negative Acknowledgment (NACK) is sent back to the transmitter with the sequence numbers of the minipackets that were received incorrectly. The transmitter then selectively retransmits the minipackets that were incorrectly received. As opposed to IEEE 802.1 1, once a session has been setup, packettrains do not require synchronization, source and destination addresses that must accompany individual packets. Moreover, when errors do occur, only the minipackets that are damaged need to be retransmitted. Hence, packettrains allow us to reduce overhead by transmitting a relatively large payload, while avoiding the overhead caused by the retransmission of large packets by isolating the damage to a small portion of the payload. A session is defined as the transmission of a packet train from the transmitter to the receiver. A session between terminals. i F K t and 2This is true for all single channel radio networks. When a terminal is transmitting, any received signal is much weaker than the transmitted one. 
Control Message Formats
(zj } Control messages are broadcast on the CCCH and are used to (7) setupheminate sessions. The following convention is used in the presentation of the control message formats: (1) Physical layer entities such as synchronization anld error detectiodcorrection fields are excluded. Only data structures specific to DRNP are included, (2)Each message is assumed to be prefixed by the source and destination addresses of the reThe Resource Allocation List (RAL) is an extension of the spective terminals and (3) Each message contains a unique Power Constraint List (PCL) concept introduced by White-entry identifying the message type.
head [6] . Each terminal maintains a database which encodes The Request To Send (RTS) message is used by a transits knowledge about other ongoing sessions in the network. mitter i E K , , to initiate a session with ano'ther terminal, For illustration purposes, let {i,j} be an active session. The j $ RALi . Its format is as follows: set of 3rd party terminals with respect to to {i.j) can be defined as:
Let K$be the set of 3rd party terminals with respect to {i,j/ that can track the CCCH. A terminal 1 E K,$ encodes information about {i,j/ in its database RAL1, as a record containing the following fields:
where aij is the size of the data payload. The End Session Request (ESR) is used by the transmitter to initiate session termination. The Clear To Send (CTS) is issued by the recipient of a RTS message if it can support the QoS; requested:
j , a i j , P i j , r i j i r i j }
where r i j is the estimated duration of {i.j/. The Primary RESect (PREJ) is issued by a receiver it it is unable to support the QoS requested by the transmitter:
The Secondary REJect (SREJ) mechanism allows 3rd party receivers to interrupt the setup of sessions that violate their QoS guarantees. Therefore, if the MA1 introduced by { i j } causes the SIR for {m,l} to drop below yml , 1 issues a SREJ message as follows:
3.2 DRNP Walk-through DRNP has three main phases of operation: (1) Session Setup, (2) Data Transmissiofleception, and ( 3 ) Session Termination. For illustration purposes, we assume that terminal i E Kcis attempting to establish a session with j . Terminals I , m E Kij are two 3rd party terminals with respect to {i,j),
All timers are represented with, the variable T with the appropriate subscripts.
Transmitter: Session Setup
Set STATE=TRANSMIT. If j E RAL, wait for T B u S y ; Goto (l), else send RTS,, = {y,,, $,,, n-,,} and set
Set T C T S J p R E J and wait for CTS,, or PRE J,,.
If RAL, is updated, set STATE=TRANSMIT and Goto (1).
If CTS,, or PRE J,, message is not received within T C T S J p R E J ; Set STATEzTRANSMIT, Goto (I). 
Receiver: Session Setup
randomly pick a slot in the range 1 to TDATAand send SREJli = {6,l}.
Transmitter: Session Setup Continued

1.
2.
3.
3.3
If a PREJjimessage is received, then
(1).
STATE=TRANSMIT wait for ?-RANDOM. Goto
If a CTS,i message is received, extract pijand rij.
Set STATE= WAIT-FOR-SREJ
and wait for TDATACCCH slots.
Assuming 1 E K'and no SREJli message is received within TDATASlOtS, transmit data on DCHj using C, at a power level of p i j and at a data rate of rij bitslsec.
Assuming 1 E Kr A m E K'and SREJli message is received within TDATASlOtS, extract 3rd party session info consisting of source (m) and destination (I) addresses, and 6 , . Estimate hli, calculate p,land update 7rl . Goto (5). Spin [9] is a protocol modeling tool developed at Bell Labs that utilizes the reachability analysis techniques discussed earlier to simulate communication protocols. A model of DRNP was created using the Promela language and simu-guarantees. This is unavoidable due to the asynchronous nalated using the Spin package. The model can be used for ture of the protocol. In this section, we qualitatively analyze conformance testing as well protocol validation using lossy the effect of control message loss on the performance of the channels. We used Spin's controlled partial search algorithm network. and concentrated OUK efforts on three critical phases of the protocol. This proved to be computationally efficient as well way had the possibility of reaching a no progress state in two out of the three critical scenarios. These are outlined below:
Validlation of DRNP
The session setup and termination phases involve it two
The loss of either a RTS or cTs message (rcTS,pREJ) . Since an exponential backoff scheme is used, each loss of either message leads to exponen,ially increasing delays in session setup. As far as the 3rd party terminals are out by the transmitter, as long as they succlessfully receive the cTs message, they will be &le to update their respective maximum transmission H~~~~ if a 3rd party as productive. The showed that the protocol is detected at the transmitter through a timeout mechanism
The session setup phase Of the protocol is to concerned, even if they fail to receive the RTS message sent no progress This may happen during heavy traffic conditions where a series of session setups cause an avalanche of RAL updates. This scenario combined with the loss of ItTs/cTs/pREJ messages may the t e m n a l is a 3rd party receiver and fails to receive the RTS protocol to get stuck in the session setup Phase-This sitscheme combined with ' maximum count when a RAL update occurs* If the count is exceeded the session is forced to leave the system. message, it cannot determine the path loss from itself to the termine if the session being setup will cause its SIR to drop below the negotiated minimum. In this case ithe effected 3rd party receivers will opt to issue a SREJ to delay session setup and update the offending transmitter's RAL. The Sessiorc End scenario also involves a two way handshake (ESWESA) and a timeout mechanism similar to the one used in session setup ( T E S A ) is used to detect and recover from the loss of either message. However, in the case of 3rd party terminals, loss of an ESA message may result in ghost entries in their respective RALs for sessions that have terminated. Depending on the resource allocation policy, these ghost entries may cause sessions to be rejkcted even if sufficient resources are available. 3rd party terminals set a timeout value that is greater than 0 Finally, there is a danger that the loss of ESA messages the maximum possible duration of a session. The session in during session teardown may cause resources to be alloquestion is assumed to be finished irrespective of whether an cated even after t he respective sessions have terminated.
explicit ESA was received. Over time this can cause a situation where a session advertises a value of zero for the maximum sustainable inAn UPD-MSZ is issued by active 3rd party receivers when terference. If the ESA for this session is lost, other ses-a new session is activated. These messages are particularly sion requests will be incessantly blocked. To solve this susceptible to collisions as they are issued by multiple reproblem, the session timeout mechanism is maintained ceivers just after a CTS message is issued. The loss of an MSI by all 3rd party terminals. If a ESA is not received within update entails that certain 3rd party terminals may not have the timeout period, the respective session is assumed to the correct information in their RAL. Therefore, if and when have left the system and the resources released.
they decide to initiate a session request, the RTS message will contain the incorrect value for 7r. The Secondary Reject mechanism is designed to minimize the possibility that a session advertising an incorrect value for 7r will be successfully setup. The SREJ mechanism is the catchall for the messages that are lost and is used by 3rd party receivers to update inuation can be akviated by using an transmitter, This entails that the 3rd party temlinal cannot de-0 Another critical stage of the protocol is the distribution of UPD-MSI messages by the 3rd party receivers after a successful session setup. These messages are particularly prone to loss due to collisions. It is important to guarantee that loss of the update messages does not cause a cascade of QoS violations. i.e. the system should return to normal operation within finite time of a UPD-MSI message loss.
Message Loss, in DRNP
Message loss is unavoidable in wireless systems and leads to performance degradation and in some cases loss of QoS e The first involves investigating the performance of resource allocation policies within the DRNP framework. Currently, adhoc schemes such as minimum powerhate, maximum rate and maximum SIR are being investigated.
[SI Sousa, E., Inteq5erence Modeling In A Direct-Sequence Packet Radio Network, IEEE Transactions on Communications, pp. 1475 -82, Vol. 38, September 1990 . e DRNP may be modifiedimproved. This may involve reduction of overall control channel traffic or better metrics in deciding when SREJ messages should be issued. Specifically, since issuing a SREJ requires that the reception of a current session be interrupted, a soft decision metric that takes the overall damage caused may yield better overall performance at the expense of minor QoS guarantee losses.
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